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Thought disorder is a major component in the presenting phenomenology in serious 
mental illness and is important in differential diagnosis. Disturbances in the structure, 
organization, and coherence of thought are inferred from the reduced intelligibility and 
increased disorganization of speech that is difficult, and sometimes impossible, for the listener 
to comprehend. However, despite decades of characterizing and charting the nature and 
severity of disordered thought, the absence of strong theory-driven approaches about how 
order in language is tied to illness has limited its value in psychiatric research. The current 
status of clinical investigations of disordered thought is reviewed by Hart and Lewine [this 
issue]1 and Sass and Parnas describe the phenomenology [this issue]2.  Current investigative 
approaches for patient level studies are discussed in a commentary by Cohen et al [this 
issue]3.  To study the fundamental mechanisms involved in psychopathology the field often 
employs animal models.  This is challenging for thought disorder pathology which is manifest 
in language.  In this commentary we describe three statistical and mathematical approaches to 
linguistics and semantics - (i) computational natural language, (ii) complex networks and (iii) 
quantitative linguistics - that address fundamentals of speech communication that may be 
applied in preclinical investigations of mechanisms of thought disorder.   
 
When considering animal studies, a promising cross-disciplinary approach to 
operationalizing and interpreting non-human vocal sequences across diverse taxa defines 
‘information’ content and ‘meaning’ such that the signals can be examined mathematically to 
determine the level of structure (entropy), where information theory can be used to determine 
and assess various transmission and reception errors.4 However, it is challenging to investigate 
mechanisms of thought disorder in animals. There are animal models of receptive language 
impairments and those that display putative erratic or disorganized behavior. However, the 




case for expressive, semantic-level deficits (i.e., disorganized speech) is quite controversial 
and the limitations of these models apparent. Such studies often examine whether various 
manipulations of the sound sequences have meaning to the listening animals5, while other 
methods induce changes in vocalizations. For example, a FOXP2 mutation implicated in 
human speech deficits has been shown to alter the sequencing of mice vocalizations.6 
However, it remains to be established whether such putative errors (transmission and 
reception) can be characterized further, specifically whether the manipulation resulted in a 
‘simple’ syntactical mixing up of sequences, or resulted in frank changes in information value 
transmitted. Questions remain whether these are now meaningless sequences, are sequences 
that mean something different than ‘intended,’ and so on. Though there is currently an 
absence of compelling animal models of thought disorder, in this commentary we suggest 
broadening the information theoretic approaches taken in these studies as well advocating for 
language specific methods of study that are directly applicable to humans in preclinical 
investigations. 
Language affords a spectacular window into the brain and its pathologies. This is not 
to say that thought disorder is some sort of speech disorder, but rather that the verbal 
expressions of a patient permit us a unique lens on this extraordinary manifestation of rich and 
complex inner thought processes in humans. Language ‘distortion’ is a sign - in the medical 
sense - that is potentially measurable but currently without a universally accepted measure. 
An analogy to the equally non-invasive thermometer is that language provides an index into 
processes inside the body. An abnormal temperature from a cold does not indicate a disease of 
temperature regulation, but rather provides an indirect pathway toward measuring the internal 
processes contributing to the observed deviation. In the case of language measures need to be 
established and calibrated. Our rapidly evolving high tech era with the availability of 
digitalization of nearly all aspects of written and spoken discourse when combined with 




current conceptual, mathematical and computational language instruments represents both a 
challenge and an enormous opportunity. We present three sets of methods that induce order 
and structure on language and therefore enable the detection of subtle changes associated with 
the disorder and thus offer promise of revealing the relationship with underlying etiology. 
 
Computational natural language methods 
Many statistical natural language processing and associated machine learning 
applications have been successful at simulating human data and solving extremely difficult 
problems in the domains of speech (e.g., speech recognition) and language understanding, but 
have done so without simulating human cognition per se. Put differently, the success of these 
methods does not require that the algorithms are neurobiologically motivated. Several lexico-
semantic modeling approaches have been adopted within cognitive neuroscience, notably 
latent semantic analysis (LSA), a natural language processing approach which derives 
language meaning from text corpora7,8 by estimating the semantic relatedness of word sets as 
a function of the contexts in which they co-occur through the use of probabilistic inference or 
singular value decomposition. Other related techniques similarly generate distributed 
representations of language such as Topic Models,9 Independent Component Analysis,10 and 
Neural Networks, notably Deep Learning.11 Thus, by analyzing very large sets of documents, 
the resulting statistical models allow us to operationalize the definitions of the structure of 
semantics so as to detect disordered thought. With this analysis, for any sets of texts it then 
becomes possible to assay how semantically similar the texts are. For instance, this similarity 
measure allows deriving the sentence to sentence coherence in a paragraph or determining 
how closely discourse turns semantically follow each other, thus facilitating comparisons 
across different populations or within an individual over time. Of note, these statistical-based 
tools are not simply agnostic assessment tools, rather, they can be used to test hypotheses and 




build theories and models. For example, LSA has been used to derive semantic coherence 
scores of discourse from patients with schizophrenia. Importantly these computationally 
derived metrics complement the traditional human clinical ratings of thought disorder but 
furthermore provide a framework to experimentally parse the incoherence in a theory-driven 
manner.12 Some further successful examples of such approaches in the early stages of the 
diagnostic process use discourse to differentiate those at high risk of psychosis from unrelated 
(and presumed) healthy volunteers,13 as well as predicting from those at risk who will 
eventually transition to psychosis.14 It seems realistic to anticipate that natural language 
processing and machine learning approaches will provide the framework for establishing 
whether these computationally derived measures are sufficiently sensitive to monitor subtle 
but important clinical fluctuations.15 
Thus far we have argued that computational natural language methods are valid 
methods for measuring the order of language and therefore for detecting the disorder as well. 
Additionally, the pioneering work of Hoffman tantalizingly suggests that in the near future 
computational simulations of patients are viable for pre-clinical purposes.16 Computational 
methods can be applied to create speech patterns including modifications that mimic aspects 
of pathological speech. To the best of our knowledge, Hoffman built three decades ago the 
very first artificial intelligence model of disordered associations and applied this model to 
account for speech in mania and schizophrenia.17 Now finally the time is ripe for this 
computational approach to gather momentum due to the convergence of three factors, namely 
(i) the availability of large corpora with which to model language; (ii) new computational 
algorithms that mimic inductive learning in a manner that is neurobiologically plausible (e.g., 
neural networks); (iii) and the availability of sufficient distributed computing power.18-20 
However, for such methods to be routinely adopted in research they require critical peer 
scrutiny in terms of how the comparison group or case is set up, reliable validation 




techniques, reproducible methods, and proper clinical calibration to link language features to 
underlying etiology.15  
 
Complex networks 
Statistics and the quantification of linguistic properties also play a central role in the 
new branch of network science that is being applied to linguistics,21 such that human language 
is modeled as real-world networks.22 Graph-theoretic analyses of linguistic and semantic 
networks are rapidly emerging as a useful framework for the semantic organization of 
concepts in memory. These can be used to explore individual differences in networks 
constructed from word association norms and text corpora either aggregated across responses 
of large samples of individuals or more sensitively by collecting associative network data 
within individuals studied over long periods of time.23 Speech graphs have been demonstrated 
to provide useful quantitative measures of numerous features of disordered speech in patients 
with schizophrenia and mania that complement standard psychometric scales. Applications 
include measuring semantic coherence by computing disorganization;24  representing specific 
thought features such as divergence and recurrence as graph measures;25 graphically 
visualizing discourse as a trajectory in which the degree of disorder can be measured,26 and 
also charting the flow of thought associations at an individual level in patients with serious 
mental illness as compared with a normative network27. These tools have also been applied to 
study the putative rigidity of thought in those with Asperger’s Syndrome,28 as well as to 
explore creative thinking,29 and to chart spoken language in those administered MDMA 
(“ecstasy”) and methamphetamine.30 These network approaches to the mental lexicon extend 
the classical Collins and Loftus hierarchical taxonomic knowledge model31 and since they 
include most words used in language result in an alternative structure that is primarily 
thematic (versus taxonomic). The sheer scale of these networks - combined with modern 




computational power - offers a radically new research framework for establishing the precise 
locus of aberrations in a dynamic network.32 However, it remains to be seen if these methods 
and results can be reliably replicated. 
 
Quantitative linguistics 
Language is a communication method and the main goal of communicating is to 
convey information efficiently.33 Based upon this premise, speech and its subsequent disorder 
can be operationally evaluated in terms of ‘communication efficiency.’ 34,35 Such a phenotype 
affords a quantitative conceptualization. To understand a breakdown in communication it is 
useful to consider the evolutionary forces that drove the development of language, and then 
address this both at a phylogeny (i.e., species) and an ontogeny (i.e., developmental) level. 
Since language has not left fossils we have to infer how signals emerged to label objects and 
how the combinatorial nature of joining these labels resulted in a nearly infinite repertoire of 
sentences constructed from a finite number of words. Clearly, the capacity to combine 
elements to build phrases and sentences (i.e., syntax) was pivotal in language evolution, just 
as they are in children’s language acquisition. An assumption is that a rich lexicon developed 
contingent upon a cognitive system that was able to exploit this combinatorial power by 
inducing rules based on exposure to language;36 e.g., This is a WUG. Now there is another 
one. There are two of them. There are two ___ is an example that shows that children can 
apply the pluralization rule to words they do not know.37  
Indisputably, statistical patterns inform us about important facets of language.38 
Quantitative linguistics concerns itself with these statistical properties, some that may be 
universals (i.e., present in all languages). Scaling laws are not unique to quantitative 
linguistics, but are found within a variety of cognitive processes.39 One well-known example 




is Zipf’s law,34 which posits that the distribution of frequencies of words in any large corpus 
of language follows a power law such that the frequency of any word’s occurrence is 
inversely proportional to the word’s rank in the frequency table. For example, 150 of the most 
frequent words (e.g., ‘the’, ‘of’, ‘and’, etc.) account for almost half of the words used. The 
shape of this power function is consistent across languages to a large extent (i.e., universal). 
Zipf’s law has been argued to index efficiency in information communication.40 It has been 
shown that a simple word-object association matrix obeying Zipf’s law - possibly a 
precondition for communication - produces syntactical rules as a by-product of a scale-free 
network architecture (i.e., ‘syntax for free’).41 Such regular patterns are highly relevant to 
understanding the dynamic principles underlying language evolution, as well as how it 
develops and breaks down.42  
In order to understand thought disorder, the level of analysis can benefit from 
considering language’s evolutionary history across humanity: Quantitative linguistics can map 
these evolutionary traces and does so by uncovering statistical patterns and universals. 
Consider the role of phonological short-term memory which is likely crucial in language 
acquisition43 and thus probably also in early language evolution. Dependency grammar 
specifies how words are linked in sentences, and shows that two words are linked if one 
depends syntactically on the other. Interestingly, in a sentence, the distance between 
syntactically linked words seems constrained with close to 90% of such relationships 
occurring at a distance of less than or equal to two words,44 likely because of biological 
constraints (e.g., for purposes of breathing for utterance or memory for comprehension). Such 
cost minimization or least effort principles are found in a large range of universals in 
quantitative linguistics and general laws in nature.45   
What implications does this set of regularities have for understanding disordered 
speech? If a grammatical error is made and the phrase “beautiful car black” is uttered (instead 




of “beautiful black car”), focusing on the error is of limited value. What is more informative 
(from an evolutionary perspective) would be to categorize the error in terms of path distance 
(i.e., shorter head-modifier dependencies for the erroneous phrase and longer for the correct 
phrase). Put differently, it is probably easier for our biological system to produce the 
erroneous one, but a peculiar English grammar rule alerts most of us that this would be 
incorrect. So although examining the type of error is useful, categorizing the speech error in 
terms of cost minimization can advance our understanding of thought disorder.46 Importantly, 
these methods can be used to identify statistical patterns in language that are quite 
independent from the topic or speaker’s concerns and thus offer power tools to parse the core 










Summary and Conclusions 
In response to Schizophrenia Bulletin articles by Lanin-Kettering and Harrow47 and by 
Chaika and Lambe48 on speech in patients with schizophrenia, Harrod49 expressed discontent 
with the prevailing idea that many symptoms considered differential for schizophrenia, were 
in fact neither a disorder of thought nor linguistic composition but instead were indicative of 
problems in semiotics (see replies 50,51). Three decades later Hart and Lewine [this issue]1 
conclude their Schizophrenia Bulletin review on thought disorder by emphasizing the 
importance of “revisiting the significance of thought disorder as a core dimension in the study 
of psychosis” as “research in this area has the potential to elucidate robust etiological links, 
which, in turn, could inform individualized, effective intervention approaches.” (p. xxx).1  Our 
commentary agrees with their conclusion and we propose that measuring and quantifying the 
laws of order and disorder in speech will profit from adopting methods and theories from 
computational natural language, complex networks and quantitative linguistics to formally 
test predictions. Such approaches afford testable hypotheses and solutions to the problem 
raised by Harrod49 by modeling word associations as well as episodic and semantic 
associative activations that link related representations in order to produce context-dependent 
and goal-oriented linguistic behavior.26 Thus, the path forward is to use methods that are 
grounded in theory and which leverage modern computational techniques to induce 
regularities in linguistics, rule patterns, semantics and the structure of information being 
communicated, allowing us to better understand the etiology and nature of disordered thought.     
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